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RECENT ANGLO-AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY has seen a resurgence of interest in the ethics and psychology of personal relations, and books and articles with such titles as Friendship, Altruism and Morality, Philosophy and Personal Relations, and "Servility and Self-Respect" abound. Two disparate developments have acted as catalyst for this turn: the discovery of Aristotelian ethics by analytic philosophers, and the politics and philosophy of feminism. The subject of this paper is one aspect of the latter.

It is easy to see why feminism should spark an interest in the philosophical study of personal relations; for feminism has always been born (and it has been born more than once) "from a recognition of personal oppression and injustice," an oppression and injustice fostered and justified by theories of inferior female nature and virtue. But this time around, the examination of the psychological prerequisites of healthy personal relations, and especially of healthy romantic love, has resulted in a startling phenomenon in academic philosophy—an explicit and self-conscious rejection of the ethics of self-sacrifice as an ethics that is incompatible with self-respect and autonomy and thereby, ultimately, destructive of genuine love.

This theme is of course familiar to readers of novelist-philosopher Ayn Rand (whose contribution is, deplorably, not acknowledged by these writers), but it is revolutionary in academic philosophy. Unfortunately, the same writers who emphasize autonomy and the morality of "proper" self-love in the personal realm also for the most part advocate statism—a political philosophy of sacrifice and coercion—as a means to this end. This, of course, is a blatant contradiction: as libertarian feminists have pointed out, exchanging the oppression of husbands and fathers for that of the state is hardly an advance on the road of liberation.
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How, then, can feminists endorse such a position? One obvious answer is that the actual loss of autonomy entailed by state intervention in the marketplace is indirect and distant, whereas the (no doubt ephemeral) gain is direct and immediate. If I can turn to a "free" child-care agency to feed and play with my child, I am immediately freed to pursue my career interests but only mediately constrained by the prohibitive costs of the university degree that is necessary (thanks, no doubt, to the "public conscience" of someone who sought to preserve "professional standards" through legislative fiat . . .) for promotion from psychometrist to psychologist. Further, I know—and know "by acquaintance"—what the "free" agency frees me of, but I may forever remain in blissful ignorance of the causal chain running from other such "free" agencies (for which I, likewise unaware, am paying), to my inability to pay for a course, for want of which I lose out on the degree, for want of which I lose out on the promotion, for want of which I lose out on the money, for want of which I clamor for more "free" agencies . . .

An important task of libertarian writers is to make such causal chains salient, and indeed arguments addressed specifically to women's issues have started appearing in the literature. Such arguments and studies should serve to combat yet another reason for this outre alliance of a philosophy of personal freedom with the political philosophy of unfreedom—the fact that the women's movement has always adopted the political ideology of the times, and it is welfare statism, not classical liberalism, that is the prevailing political ideology.

The relevance of libertarianism to the contemporary women's movement is obvious not just when we consider the defects of that movement, which libertarianism alone can repair, but also when we consider its merits: its emphasis on the autonomy and the mind-body integrity of the person. This essentially this-worldly, Aristotelian principle brings feminism closer to the philosophical spirit and foundation of libertarianism than to any other putative liberation movement.

But if, from the ontology of the individual as a self-determining, embodied entity with the moral right to pursue his or her own happiness, it is a straight route to the ethics of political and economic liberty, then it is likely that what has sidetracked feminism from this route and led it, instead, up the garden path to statism is a fault in the analysis of this ontology itself. A libertarian critique of feminist statism must address itself to this basic level in addition to the economic level.

I shall here examine just one aspect of this ontology, namely, the view of the individual as autonomous, in the context of the theory of socialization adopted by feminists as an account of our cognitive and moral development. An examination of this account is important for two reasons: (1) it is the foundation for the illegitimate notion of coercion employed by feminists, which notion naturally leads to, and
justifies, their advocacy of programs of social and economic state intervention; (2) it contains, nevertheless, an important element of truth that is usually overlooked or denied by libertarians on the mistaken belief that granting it will commit them to accepting this false notion of coercion. The result, however, is a weakening of the libertarian position insofar as this denial of an intuitively insistent truth is seen as essential to its defense.

A central idea of the socialization thesis, an idea that is commonsensical enough despite the technical vocabulary, is that our social institutions, and particularly the family, play a crucial role in the definition of our selfhood, the beliefs and attitudes we acquire regarding the values we ought to pursue, the virtues we ought to inculcate, and their proper expression. So, for example, what we regard as appropriate and desirable expressions of concern or love for others, and as our legitimate expectations of them, is learned through paradigm cases of such concern and caring shown by parents and spouses. But these paradigms (inevitably?) exemplify these attitudes and traits in distorted or harmful forms, so that concern and compassion in women come to be “associated with negative qualities such as dependence, sense of inferiority, and self-denial, instead of, as they ought to be, with positive qualities such as autonomy and independence.”

In the post-Feminine Mystique era—not to mention the post-Fountainhead era—it is easy to recognize the truth of this contention.

However, we are also told that these negative qualities are not simply individual psychological traits but “an integral part of the social structure to which women are relegated in our society, in which they are generally denied independence, and thus actually are dependent on their parents, brothers, husbands, sons.” It follows that “the structure of marriage is a relationship in which women are objectively dependent and which also causes the individual woman’s emotional make-up to be characterized by dependence.” The authors emphasize that “it is the institution of marriage and the socialization of women which brings about such a situation, and not a defect in the individual person.”

What are we to make of this? Taken in its entirety, it is clearly a statement of social determinism and denial of moral responsibility for one’s character and actions, a view wholly incompatible with the metaphysical and ethical foundations of libertarianism. It is also clearly incompatible with the actual moral beliefs and practices of people (including feminists in real life).

Nevertheless, I believe that it builds on an element of truth that is perfectly compatible with the thesis of self-determination and responsibility but is usually denied by libertarians seduced by statements of what I shall call Super Freedom. A prime example of such a statement is psychologist Nathaniel Branden’s otherwise eloquent and inspiring declaration: “Of any value offered to him as the right, and any asser-
tion offered to him as the true, a man is free to ask: Why? That ‘Why?’ is the threshold that the beliefs of others cannot cross without his consent.’’

I believe that this is entirely true so long as the freedom referred to is taken in the metaphysical sense: the capacity or potential to choose what we shall “make our own.” But it is not entirely true when freedom is taken in the psychological power sense: the ability, at any given time, to actualize this potential. This, I submit, is not always wholly up to us but may be in part a function of external factors (external, that is, to our characters, so that our own purely physical states, and not merely that which belongs in our social or physical environment, would count as external in this sense). An example will help clarify the distinction: a person retains the potential or capacity for freedom even while asleep or heavily drugged, but the ability to actualize this potential approaches zero in these states. Common sense and psychological studies both suggest that even while awake, and fully conscious, the power to actualize this potential cannot always be fully adequate to one’s environment.

To explain with the help of an analogy: when we use our eyesight, we have to focus on some thing(s) in our environments to the exclusion of others; such selectivity is necessary for the achievement of any coherent vision at all. At the same time, what is out of visual focus is not thereby completely out of sight: our brains register sights without our consent, sights that we can recall when the occasion demands. Similarly, in critically attending to some idea(s) presented to us in books or conversations, we necessarily exclude others from our mental focus. But these others are not thereby denied entry into our minds: our subconscious minds can and do pick up beliefs and attitudes without our consent. It is an all-too-common—and singularly chastening—experience for daughters-turned-mothers to find themselves sounding or behaving like their mothers, even in ways they had both consciously and emotionally rejected and deplored. (Once caught, of course, such behavior can be monitored and changed, but this is another matter.) Again, to take a more humdrum example, we know only too well how songs we never listen to, and may dislike to boot, have a way of lodging themselves in our brains.

In the light of such data, there doesn’t seem to be any reason for denying that individuals can sometimes pick up certain negative traits and attitudes from their culture, without the awareness necessary for examining their worth, where such lack of awareness is not evasion; that is, it is not motivated by fear or inertia or, for that matter, any other motive but is simply a natural condition of a being whose powers, like the powers of any other natural being, are finite.12 Nor is a person always blameworthy when he or she knowingly cultivates a negative trait such as some form of dependency; for the person may honestly though mistakenly believe that it is (a sign of) a virtue.13 And such mistakes are especially likely when we are in fact dependent on
another person economically and socially, so that our goals have to take second place to his or hers.\textsuperscript{14}

None of this, of course, supports the feminist contention that we are \textit{caused} by our environment to be dependent, etc. On this view, there can be no difference between adopting a belief or value subconsciously and adopting it critically. And there can be no possibility of changing it when we become aware of it.\textsuperscript{15}

This last lands the feminists in a dilemma: theoretical consistency (consistency with their theory of social determinism) demands that they assert this. But practical consistency demands that they deny it; for it contradicts the fact and point of their attempts to raise consciousness through writing and women’s groups. So they sort of assert-it-and-deny-it: consciousness-raising groups, we are told, “have enabled individual women to discover caring with autonomy.” But we are also told, on the same page, that “the women’s group can aid its members to see that their problem cannot be solved by personal change or in the isolated sphere of the group.”\textsuperscript{16} Determinist feminists both admit the possibility of individual change—of change that transcends social structures—and deny it.

Their worst philosophical fault, however, is their failure to see that by rejecting autonomy in the metaphysical sense, they undercut the logical basis of the autonomy they call for in the psychological power sense. If all our beliefs and desires are determined by our social environment, then the distinction between \textit{independence} and \textit{dependence} becomes vacuous.

This metaethical view has predictable political consequences. It leads to a definition of coercion that cuts across the distinction between speech and action and justifies, ultimately, programs of political suppression of free speech.

Thus, in a discussion of consent and coercion, Judith Tormey divides coercion into two kinds: “(a) cases where the coercion is an overt form of force [a gun at one’s head; the threat of starvation] and (b) cases where the coercion is covert and more difficult to detect [the shaping of one’s beliefs about oneself, for example].”\textsuperscript{17} The “coercive,” or oppressive, device Tormey is concerned with here is the morality of self-sacrifice.\textsuperscript{18}

Feminists justify their advocacy of the censorship of pornography by denying that such restriction is a suppression of free \textit{speech}. And indeed, if pornography “is a powerful agent of socialization” that “fosters acts of violence against women” and thus “constitutes a threat to one’s physical safety and emotional well being,”\textsuperscript{19} they have both logic and morality on their side when they insist that its suppression is \textit{not an issue of free speech}.

But if pornography, then why not other “oppressive devices”—such as the morality of self-sacrifice, which “forces” women into inferior social positions by “making” them form false beliefs about themselves, which in turn render them “incapable” of taking advan-
tage of alleged equal opportunities? Such oppression is, after all, "a special form of enslavement. . . differentiated from other forms of enslavement [only] by the fact that the force of coercion involved operates on psychological as opposed to physical states."

And now that the psychological-physical distinction no longer serves to distinguish persuasion or influence from coercion or enslavement, how are we to distinguish between the two? There can be only one answer: a belief is freely formed, a value is freely acted upon, only when these are (what the feminists regard as) true beliefs and good values. In a society of such free individuals, what need is there for the shallow negative rights of free speech and exchange that make a political community an untidy plurality?

So we reach the political dead-end of a metaphysics of environmental determinism: self-respect and autonomy must be construed as wholly a matter of holding certain beliefs and values, with no connection to how we come to hold them—that is, whether as a result of our own honest practical reasoning or as a result of a surrender to the minds of others whatever the motive. And when they are thus defined, self-respect and autonomy become compatible with total political control.

It would be unjust to claim that total political control is the desire or aim of most statist feminists, even of those who explicitly put forth a theory of social determinism. But the logic of our ideas can coax our desires and aims to fall in line with the conclusions that follow willy-nilly from our premises. Is it any surprise, then, that feminists have gone from advocating censorship on grounds of physical danger to advocating it in the interests of a "decent society?" After all, if enslavement may be spiritual as well as physical, and the bad and the false (the indecent) enslave us, then removal of the indecent, even when it poses no physical danger (real or imagined), can only free us.

Ironically, the feminist world picture of helpless women victimized by oppressive sexist institutions has become self-confirming, insofar as it has created what Jean Elshtain calls "the victim syndrome." In her article by the same title she presents statistics from the FBI and from the Justice Department's Bureau of Justice Statistics to show that women's perceptions of themselves as the chief victims of violent crime—and the ever more likely victims—are "startlingly out of proportion to the actual threat." Not women but young men have been and are the most victimized group. Women are becoming the most victimized group, not of a violently sexist society, but of their own "victim ideology." This bodes ill for a program of restoring autonomy to individuals so that they may join together in mutual love and respect.

Aristotle's remarks on friendship and political association, and his related criticism of Plato's ideal society, are significant in this context. It is friendship, he says, rather than law, that holds states together. But friendship and justice have the same extension, so that "each of
the constitutions may be seen to involve friendship just insofar as it involves justice." Elsewhere Aristotle tells us that the individual must exercise his own practical reason if he is to be virtuous and happy. And since the state exists for eudaimonia, we can infer that the just state will allow individuals the freedom to make and follow their own choices and plans. It is in such a state, a state inhabited by humans who are free and equal, that friendship will best flourish. True unity is a result of plurality. If friendship, justice, and peace are the aim of the state, it must be and remain a plurality, a plethos.

A state with the kind of unity that Plato envisages—the unity of one mind and will, that of the guardians—is, in the first instance, impossible. But even were it possible, it would be undesirable. For it would destroy the freedom and equality that are necessary for friendship. Feminists who declare so easily that “the personal is political”—and nowhere more than in the sexual love of man and woman—would do well to reflect on these remarks.
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